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1.

INTRODUCTION

As we go beyond the current scale of computers to those
with peak capabilities beyond an ExaFLOP/s, it is becoming clear that an introspective and adaptive runtime system (RTS) will be essential, to deal with the complexities
generated by sophisticated applications and complex machines. The applications will incorporate adaptive numerical algorithms, such as dynamic adaptive mesh refinements,
and multi-time-stepping. The machines will exhibit static
and dynamic variability, including component failures/errors. The RTS will need to make quick decisions by adjusting machine configurations (e.g. processors used, power levels of each component, etc.), runtime strategies (e.g. changing scheduling strategy, selecting load balancers, or parameterizing strategies) and application. For making such decisions quickly, it needs simple but effective models of various
subcomponents of the parallel machine and the application
to predict how they will behave under a reconfiguration the
RTS is considering. Such fast models, which may sacrifice
some accuracy in return for extreme speed, are called Actionable Models in the rest of this paper.
The points we want to make in this position paper are:
introspective and adaptive RTS are both feasible and necessary at exascale, and will be pursued by DOE’s x-stack
projects, exa-OS/R projects, as well other projects in the
broad HPC community. To make them successful, they need
to be complemented by development of fast modeling techniques for various system/application components. Figure 1
gives a high level view of the suggeted infrastructure. The
instrumentor module will be responsible to interact with the
machine hardware and runtime system to retrieve instantaneous hardware and application characteristics. The RTS
will provide statistics about the execution time for the application whereas hardware will provide information such as
the core temperatures, current frequency and power levels
at which the processors are operating. The instrumentor
will feed these characteristics to the appropriate actionable
model. Each actionable model uses these current characteristics to make relevant predictions. Since multiple modules
can be interdependent, the global control system in Figure 1
is responsible for receiving the predictions from each of the
modules and deciding what are the best actions that can be
taken to improve application performance. The global control system is responsible to do a cost-and-benefit analysis
of the actions it decides to suggest. Based on these actions,
the RTS chooses the appropriate strategy and mechanism to
implement it. In the following section we lay out an agenda
for each module.

2.

INDIVIDUAL MODELS
Application Evolution: Systems such as Charm++ [1],
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Figure 1: Interaction between actionable models,
runtime system, application and machine.
and Trilinos [2], support dynamic load balancing even on
current systems. However, they typically use very simple
models: either average measurements of the past behavior
of objects are used as predictions for future load, or some
simple metrics (sometime supplied by the user) based on
counts of application entities (e.g. number of particles inside a box) are used to predict performance. Further, decisions about when to balance load and which of the many
possible strategies to use, each with its pros and cons, are
typically left to the application developer. These need to be
automated at extreme scale because leaving it to the application developer to handle the load balancing decisions for
dynamic applications is inefficient. For this purpose, more
sophisticated models of evolution of load of individual objects are needed. Also needed are models that can predict
the load balancing cost which includes the cost of making
load balancing decisions, as well as the cost for data migrations. An example of a preliminary attempt in this directions is the “meta-balancer” [3] developed recently, which
uses linear models for load evolution, collects simple global
metrics asynchronously, uses data from earlier iterations for
estimating costs of balancing, and a simple and fast algebraic cost/benefit analysis to decide when to balance load.
Such approach needs to be made more sophisticated, and
combined with application behavior models to decide which
types of load balancers are most suited for the application
at that particular point in time.
Thermal: Recent work shows that restraining processor temperature is possible using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [4]. The runtime system can now
leverage the newly introduced power capping features that
allow restricting the package and memory power. However,
processor temperature is also affected by the level of cooling
in the machine room. Due to differences amongst chips, the
temperature-power relation for different chips might vary.

Similarly, the temperature of the cool air/water cooling all
the processors would not be the same. The job of the thermal module would be to predict processor temperature given
a power level for the processor and the temperature of the
cool air/water that is used to cool that processor.
Power: As we move towards the exascale era, the thrust
is shifting from attaining high energy efficiency towards developing an exascale system with a power budget of 20MW.
The latter has been a much harder challenge. Therefore, the
focus now is to maximize performance under a given power
budget. The thermal design power (TDP) of a processor die
or a memory subsystem refers to the maximum amount of
power that it can draw. Power requirements of data centers
are calculated using the TDP of its subsystems. However, in
practice, the power draw of subsystems very rarely reaches
the TDP during the course of execution of an application.
Nonetheless, respective TDP has to be kept aside for each
of the subsystems. Recent microprocessor architectures such
as IBM Power6 [5], Power7 [6], AMD Bulldozer [7], and Intel’s Sandy Bridge [8] provide a very attractive option of
limiting the power drawn by the processor die. Additionally, motherboards are also supporting limiting the memory
power draw. These features have been studied recently [9] to
propose what is called an over provisioned system in which
the application’s optimal configuration which includes the
number of nodes, processor power, and memory power, is determined in such a way that the applications performance is
maximized under a given power budget. Over-provisioning
exploits the fact that applications do not yield a proportional improvement in performance as the processor/memory power is increased, and therefore the power can instead
be used to add more nodes and strong scale the application [10].
Future supercomputers will exploit this idea to maximize
their power efficiency i.e. flops/watt. Execution on a processor can be broken down into a series of sequential execution blocks (SEB), each with no remote dependency inside. Different SEBs will have different power characteristics. The Modeling system will profile the power characteristics of SEBs either during runtime or offline and generate
a table of the execution time (and other characterizer’s such
as energy consumption) of these SEBs for different processor and memory powers. Runtime model development can
leverage the availability of large number of processors by doing paratmetric runs of SEBs at different power levels, and
use parallel implementations of machine learning models to
build these tables. Different strategies can then be used
to optimally allocate power to SEBs within an application.
Additionally, job schedulers will use the application’s power
characteristics to schedule jobs and assign compute resources
to them in a manner that maximizes the overall power efficiency of the data center while still maintaining fairness
amongst jobs. This will require that the jobs have the runtime capability to shrink and expand to the scheduler specified number of nodes. Whenever a job terminates, scheduler
will re-optimize resource allocation to the running and waiting jobs. Optimizing resource allocation will require solving
linear programs which we have ascertained to be solvable,
even for exascale resource optimization, within few seconds
using the state-of-the-art linear program solvers [11, 12].
Shrinking and expanding a job at run-time is also useful in other contexts, such as HPC in cloud environments,
or in Adaptive Mesh Refinement [13] applications, where
the computational load changes drastically as the simulation progresses. Predictive power models are very useful in
them.

Resilience: The mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) of
current supercomputers can be anywhere from 2-10 hours [14,
15]. Optimistic estimations predict that the MTBF for an
exascale machine will be between 35-40 minutes [16]. Machine reliability is fast becoming a limiting constraint for
future machines. This implies that failures would become
a norm for future large-scale machines and faulty environments should be embraced. Up to now, HPC researchers
have mainly focussed on developing efficient fault tolerance
protocols with little attention on improving the reliability of
a machine. Failure rate of a compute node doubles with every 10◦ C increase in temperature [17, 18, 19, 20]. Given that
applications consume different amounts of power, they end
up heating the CPU and memory to different temperature
levels. In our recent work [21], we use temperature capping
to model the effect of core temperatures on the MTBF of a
system. Restraining core temperatures can empower a data
center operator to choose a reliability level [21]. This improvement in reliability resulting from temperature capping
can significantly improve the execution time of an application at large scale [21].
The MTBF for a processor and hence for a system, depends on multiple factors [22]. Our existing model includes
the effects of core temperatures. This can be extended by
incorporating other variables into it. An extended model
will take into account the instantaneous core temperatures
and the thermal history of the machine in order to predict
the MTBF of a system. Using this estimated MTBF, the
runtime system can recalculate the optimum checkpointing
period over the course of execution. The cost of incorporating such a model is minimal. The temperature readings
for each core can be read very cheaply using the coretemp
module installed in the kernel.
Network: Offline analysis of network behavior via complex models and simulation is a well researched topic [23,
24, 25]. Recent work has used offline analysis of network
and application communication pattern to predict task mappings used during job startup resulting in improved performance [26, 27]. Further, simplified models, based on optimizating metrics such as hop-bytes and maximum dilation,
have been deployed to reassign tasks during application execution [28, 29, 30]. As applications become more complex,
and exhibit dynamic and irregular behavior, it is natural for
runtime to monitor the application as well as the network,
and take actions to maximize performance.
With the help of runtime, application’s communication
graph can be captured and modeled. Different communication phases and patterns can be identified, and actions can
be taken to improve performance. Based on information on
application’s behavior and the topology of allocated nodes,
one can predict performance implication of parametrization
and use of various communication algorithms, optimized
communication libraries, and special hardware. In addition,
the congestion traits of a network can be captured with help
from the runtime, e.g. by running periodic ping-pong in the
background or using feedback from the hardware, to capture
any variation in network’s behavior due to the application
or other jobs. Based on this information, a runtime is capable of using basic modelling to great effect. A runtime may
choose to change the overlaying tree used for a collective, select a different scheme for the same collective, temporarily
discard certain nodes, reroute messages etc.
Effort: A significant portion of the effort required to
bring this vision to fruition will be in the RTS, presumably
being developed as a part of the x-stack effort and OS/R
effort. Developing actionable models requires expertise in

multiple domains, and so we estimate 3 FTEs and 4 graduate assistants as the effort level needed.
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